Abstract
Introduction
Kopyor coconut is a coconut with genetic abnormalities which result in a unique texture of the meat. The meat is soft, crushed, and detached from the shell due to the lack of one of the enzymes that plays a role in the formation of the meat, i.e. enzyme α-D-galactosidase. Because of these genetic abnormalities, kopyor coconut is relatively rarer than ordinary coconut. The scarcity, combined with a large demand, have contributed to its high economic value in the market [1] .
From its external appearance, kopyor coconut does not differ much with ordinary coconut. Therefore, one notable challenge in the postharvest stage of kopyor coconut is its detection. To date, both farmers and sellers use a traditional approach by listening to the sound of the whisk from the coconut when shaken. Though this has been universally accepted, such a qualitative volume 12, issue 1, February 2019 approach is found to pose several problems, such as wrong detection and huge reliance to experienced persons as the detector. A new approach that incorporates a quantitative method is expected to offer an added value to the existing one.
In the research domain of post-harvest fruit quality detection, such as for sorting, there have been abundant methods to quantify common fruit parameters such as fall test and impact force response to measure the hardness of peaches [2] , and the use of reflectance from Near Infrared (NIR) to measure the internal quality of the fruit [3] . Among those methods, the ones most relevant to this study are the use of sound to measure the maturity of fruits and vegetables [4] [5] , such as mangoes [6] , avocados [7] and tomatoes [8] . However, of all existing literature, none had specifically examined the method of detection of kopyor coconut. Additionally, most notable approaches utilize the principle of ultrasound [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] which are arguably costly due to the need to provide the ultrasonic generator.
Therefore, in this research, we propose a quantitative detection method based on a simple sound recognition so as to improve the accuracy and reliability of kopyor coconut detection process. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to attempt a sound recognition for the detection of kopyor coconut.
Basic Theory

Kopyor Coconut
Kopyor coconut is a natural mutant coconut that has abnormal development in its endosperm (the coconut meat), so the endosperm is detached from its shell. The endosperm sports a jelly-like soft texture, and some or even all of the endosperms are detached from the coconut shell and mixed with coconut water. Those characteristics describe the most distinct features of a kopyor coconut: the meat being detached from the shell and the less water content [1, [9] [10] .
One suspected cause of the release of endosperm from the shell on kopyor coconut is due to the deficiency of the enzyme α-D-galactosidase, one of the enzymes needed in the formation of endosperms in coconut plants [11] . The deficiency leads to the breaking of endospermic tissue connection with the embryo, so naturally endosperm cannot support the growth of embryo [12] . Therefore, the growing of kopyor coconut is generally done by planting an ordinary coconut fruit that comes from bunches that produce kopyor fruits, in a hope that the fruit grows into a seed that introduces kopyor. These seeds are known as natural seeds.
Kopyor coconut is understood to emerge naturally and is inherited through recessive genes [12] . Kopyor will occur when the pollination of a female flower or ovary that possesses a kopyor recessive gene (k) meets a male's flower having a recessive gene (k) either in the same tree or in a different one.
Furthermore, it was also reported that the price of kopyor coconut can reach 4 to 5 times that of the ordinary coconut [12] . The price is justified because kopyor coconuts are very rare. Bunches derived from ordinary coconut seeds generally only produce one to two kopyor coconuts whereas bunches derived from kopyor coconut seedlings do not necessarily produce kopyor coconut entirely.
This leads to the importance of sorting out the kopyor coconut from the ordinary coconut correctly. It is generally understood that morphologically, kopyor coconut is difficult to distinguish from ordinary coconut [13] . However, by a traditional approach, i.e. shaking the fruit, the gurgling sound from the coconut water in the fruit can be used to distinguish between the two types of coconut. Currently, farmers and sellers of kopyor coconut can detect kopyor coconut by such an approach. Unfortunately, the traditional method is based on an expertise of the person doing the detection. The over reliance to an expert to perform the crucial stage in the post harvest is undesirable. Additionally, the use of the traditional approach result in detection errors which could add an undesirable production cost [14] .
Kopyor coconut can be distinguished from ordinary coconut using its whisk sound when the Figure 1 . Timeline of kopyor coconut harvest from natural kopyor coconut tree R. Dhelika, et.al 
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coconut is older than 10 months old [15] . Therefore, the majority of coconuts to be detected are old coconut and kopyor coconut, as shown in the timeline of kopyor and ordinary coconut in Figure 1 . From the figure, it can be seen that the harvest period of kopyor coconut coincides with that of ordinary coconut containing kopyor gene but not expressed (kopyor seedling) that has the same meat structure as the old coconut. Therefore, this study will only focus on the detection of kopyor coconut and old coconut.
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC)
The coefficient of MFCC is a coefficient that represents a sound based on perception and is obtained from Mel-frequency spectrum. It is well understood that the hearing system of human being is more sensitive to sounds of higher frequencies than lower frequencies. In the Mel-frequency cepstrum, the frequency band is evenly distributed over each range of frequency, thus makes it closer to the response of the human hearing system than to the linear frequency division of the normal cepstrum.
In this research, MFCC is chosen as the method for feature extraction as it is commonly used for problems involving sound, especially for speech recognition [16] [17] [18] [19] .
The sound signal can be converted to MFCC by following sequential steps: pre-emphasis, framing, windowing, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Mel Frequency Transform, and finally Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The result of the final step is the MFCC value which is the amplitude of the resulting spectrum. The resulting coefficient can also be referred to as an acoustic vector [16] .
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a method used to find the resemblance of two signals by calculating the corresponding optimal distance from each point of both signals so that a point from the signal can have a relationship with more than a single data point from the other signal. DTW is chosen as the method for feature matching because it is simple yet robust to shift in time domain. It is also generally understood that the method is suitable for detection problems involving sound [16, 20, 21] . In sound recognition, DTW is commonly used to determine if two waveforms represent the same phrase. The shape of the two waves usually varies in the form of sound waves, the duration of each spoken sound, and the interval between sounds.
Method
In this study, the type of kopyor coconut used was genjah kopyor coconut whose husk has been peeled from the coconut shell. There are three groups of sound samples, namely the sound from kopyor A, kopyor B, and old coconut. Kopyor A and B refer to kopyor coconuts having a less and more volume of coconut water, respectively. The sound samples of each group were taken from three different coconut samples. The number of sound samples taken from each group is shown in Table  1 . For each group of kopyor coconut, each coconut sample was shaken eight times to produce 24 different sound samples. As for the old coconut, each sample was shaken 16 times to produce 48 different sound samples. The reason for this difference is to maintain the balance of the total number of data in each category of coconuts (kopyor and old coconut), i.e. 48. The sound sample was taken at a location marked by the presence of three black dots on the coconut shell, as shown in Figure 2 The sound was taken using a microphone placed on a container, whose design is shown in Figure 2(b) . This was done to minimize the noise from the environment especially those coming from the friction between microphone and coconut
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shell. The whole experimental setup is shown in Figure 2 (c). After the container was affixed to the coconut, the coconut was grasped with hands using latex gloves. This was to avoid the friction between the skin and coconut shell and to protect the hands from the possibility of being injured with sharp edges of the coconut. The coconut was then shaken and the sound produced was recorded for three seconds. The recorded sound was saved into the database.
Subsequently, as the training stage, all sound samples stored in the database were processed with MFCC method, with used parameters tabulated in Table 2 . The result of MFCC extraction from each sample was a matrix with a size of 24 x 198. Afterwards, as the testing stage, the features of the signal to be measured for resemblance will be compared with each database feature. Since DTW can only calculate the similarities of two rows of data, each sample that was compared to each other will undergo 24 DTW processes for each corresponding row and generate 24 equal values of each row. The value of the final similarity was obtained by averaging the 24 values. The smallest similarity of the end values indicates that the processed signal has the closest resemblance to the sample. The flow of the overall process involved from data taking until detection is given in Figure 3 . 
Results and Discussion
After the whole process, the final data obtained is a matrix of similarity values (DTW score) with a size of 96 x 96. The processing time was 283 seconds. To provide a better visualization, each value was normalized by dividing it with the highest similarity value among the whole data, i.e. 1461.2. Subsequently, each cell was colored with a three-color scale of green (high value), yellow (mid value), and red (low value) and the final matrix is as shown in Figure 4 . The smallest value of 0 is given the red color and the largest value of 1 is given the green color. The more similar the two samples when compared, the greener the color is. If the color is exactly green, then the two samples being compared are the same sample (autocorrelation), as shown by the green diagonal line. This color scale visualizes the dispersion area of the similarity value of each sample that has been compared with 96 other samples.
From Figure 4 , it can be observed that the similarity values in each of their own group (kopyor A, kopyor B, old coconut) are high, indicated by the yellowish color throughout. This means that the matching process using DTW algorithm succeeded in recognizing a sample of kopyor A as a kopyor A, and so on. Specifically for kopyor A, the system is able to discriminate successfully from other groups as well, indicated by reddish-colored area for sample number 1 to 24.
It is worth noting, however, that though ingroup matching for kopyor B and old coconut show R. Dhelika, et.al 
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high similarity values, when the two groups (kopyor B and old coconut) are compared to each other, the resulting similarity values are difficult to distinguish; they both have the yellowish color throughout. This fact, backed up by our observation, might arguably be contributed by the alike amount of water between kopyor B and old coconut. As explained in previous section, the main difference in feature between kopyor A and B is the amount of water content; the former has less volume of coconut water than the latter. Since kopyor B has more water content, it has become closer in characteristic to that of old coconut that this plays a crucial role in the resulting DTW scores.
Furthermore, detection was also performed based on the similarity values obtained. The system was programmed to compare all similarity values among all samples and pick the highest value as the best match. The result is as tabulated in Table 3 below. The confusion table is obtained from the results of detection program executed for each sample of sound over the entire samples.
Accuracy is defined as the total number of correct detection divided by the total number of detection attempt, formulated in (1). Group accuracy is the accuracy of the program to select each sample from each group (kopyor A, kopyor B, or old coconut). Correct detection is considered if the program classifies each test sample to the appropriate group. On the other hand, category accuracy is the accuracy of the program to select each sample from each group to the category (kopyor or old coconut). Correct detection is considered if the program classifies each sample test into the appropriate category.
(1) From Table 3 , it can be inferred that the detection accuracy of kopyor coconut as a whole category is good, reaching 93.8%. The accuracy value could be improved in the future by increasing the number of samples or finding the more suitable MFCC parameters.
Conclusion
A program for detection of kopyor coconut based on sound recognition using MFCC and DTW method has been developed with the categorical detection accuracy of 93.8%. It is therefore expected that the proposed method could be developed further to aid the post-harvest detection process of kopyor coconut to have a better accuracy and reliability. Further development of this program can be carried out to measure the quality or maturity of the kopyor coconut that has been detected, and its use to develop a full-fledged device for practical use in the field.
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